
Daddys Collection: 8 DDLG Stories By Poppy Hart Taught To Obey: Darla hasn't been a good
submissive in fact she's barely been one at all lately but when Aaron invites her to a week away at a
lakeside cabin things seem like they're going her way. Sleeping In With Daddy: Angelina and her
owner keep separate schedules but she is devoted to keeping him happy even if it means sleeping
the day away or in this case arising to carnal demands. Can she? Does she? How far is he willing to
let her go and can either of them see each other as simply dominant and submissive afterward? Be
My Little Baby: Marybeth just moved in with the love of her life but not everything is coming up
roses for the happy couple,

This collection features three steamy novellas and five sizzling shorts from Poppy Hart, In these
pages you'll find a Daddy of every type: stern rough loving gentle: That is until the ringing of a bell
and a sudden new set of rules: Aaron's had enough of her bratty behavior and he means to teach her
what it is to be his. This time he's brought along everything he needs to make sure that she knows it:
She can try to fight it try to deny it but in the end Darla will learn the joy that comes with surrender.
Little Sarabeth's Birthday Spanking: Ever since Sarabeth met her knight in shining armor Thomas
she's wanted to take their relationship to the ultimate level, Thomas had other plans in mind for how
that should go: While he lavishes Sarabeth with attention as much as she needs he wants to make
their joining a night she'll remember for ever: Sarabeth is an impatient bratty submissive who gets
put in her place when she steps out of line even if it does happen to be her birthday: That doesn't
stop her from meeting up with him at a club just to be near him for the evening while everyone
thinks she's studying: The Fireman's Curvy Princess: Valerie Perez has kept her secret and her
shame hidden in a box deep deep down, She's a rich girl who hates relying on her parents so she
works hard and spends her earnings on rent clothing stuffed animals and her passion music, But
Valerie Perez is not the best at taking care of herself. In spite of this she does quite well on her own
when she's not catching the house on fire. But Eric would never look twice at Valerie would he? His
flirting is just fun and games while they work together to arrange a charity bachelor auction for burn
victims: Daddy Switch: James and Chloe have a happy good life living the DDLG lifestyle together,
But something is missing for James and he writes Chloe a letter about it. She's not sure what she
wants but in the bedroom she knows she wants more, When Marybeth sits him down to have what
she thinks will be an awkward conversation he's excited: But can Marybeth give in to her submissive
side and give him what they both need? Professor Daddy & His Subs: Valerie and Aelina have been
fooling around all year. They have too many of the same kinks not to fool around and dream one day
of sharing a dominant together. Little did they know the dominant they were waiting for was there
the whole time. When Aaron says he'll be obeyed he means it. Little Prey: Dawson's her best friend's
Dad. A steamy game of cat and mouse. and DDLG though she keeps that secret to herself. Enter
Eric. Older sexy heroic and drives a motorcycle. He's also a fireman and a friend of the family. Eric
breaks down Valerie's walls in no time at all. He needs her to take control. The truth is Marybeth is
bored. Darren knows exactly what he wants more of. After a rough divorce Dr. Daddys Collection: 8
DDLG Stories
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